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Short-Term Frequency Regulation and Inertia
Emulation Using an MMC-Based MTDC System
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Abstract—The continuous displacement of conventional power
plants by converter-interfaced generation systems reduces the sys-
tem inertia and may lead to a degradation of the frequency stability.
A supplementary control strategy for multi-terminal dc (MTDC)
systems to improve the frequency regulation is presented in this
paper. The scenario where the MTDC system cannot resort to the
power reserves of either other ac systems or offshore wind farms is
particularly studied. The proposed control is able to independently
support both the primary frequency regulation and the system in-
ertia by using the capacitive energy of the MTDC grid converters.
On the other hand, the reactive power of the converter stations is
coordinately controlled to improve the damping of low-frequency
electromechanical oscillations. The simultaneous frequency sup-
port of the MTDC system and onshore wind farms is also studied
and validated in a practical multi-machine power system. Tran-
sient and small-signal stability analyses are performed to evaluate
and quantify the improvements and the control limitations of the
proposed scheme. This enhanced frequency control can increase
the system reliability and reduce the required amount of spinning
reserve, diminishing the operation costs and allowing to increase
the penetration of renewable energy sources.

Index Terms—Capacitive energy storage, distributed frequency
control, inertia mimicry capability, multi-terminal high-voltage
direct current (HVDC) systems, wind power integration.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTI-TERMINAL high-voltage direct current (HVDC)
systems based on voltage-source converters (VSCs) of

thousands of megawatts are now more feasible due to the
development of the modular multilevel converter (MMC) tech-
nology [1]. These multi-terminal dc (MTDC) systems are a cost-
effective and promising solution to integrate several distributed
offshore wind farms (e.g., the North Sea grid), to build hybrid
HVDC-AC systems (e.g., the European Supergrid project), and
to interconnect multiple asynchronous ac systems [2]. On the
other hand, the increasing participation of both renewable en-
ergy sources and dc interconnections in the power generation
share reduces the total system inertia and leads to a degradation
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of the frequency stability [3]. This tendency poses a challenge
for the control and operation of the system, requiring an in-
crease of the spinning reserve and limiting the connection of
converter-interfaced generation systems [4]–[6].

Several control strategies have been proposed to solve the
lack of inertia of these electronically-interfaced systems and to
provide frequency support without requiring additional energy
storage devices. They make use of the kinetic energy stored
in the rotating mass of wind turbines [7], the electrostatic en-
ergy stored in the converter capacitors [8]–[11], or a combina-
tion of both [12]–[15]. With this aim, the concepts of virtual
synchronous machine, power-synchronization control and syn-
chronverters have been studied to emulate the behavior of a
conventional synchronous generator with a VSC [16]–[20].

MTDC systems can play an important role to improve the
performance and reliability of the frequency regulation. The ap-
proaches to support the frequency control using these systems
can be classified into two cases. In the first one, a supplementary
control allows to share power reserves among asynchronous ac
systems connected through an MTDC grid. In this way, inde-
pendent ac systems can provide frequency support to another
ac system after a frequency disturbance (see [21]–[24]). In the
second case, a control strategy is designed so that offshore wind
farms integrated with an MTDC system can receive the onshore
frequency information and contribute to the frequency support
of the land ac grid (see [25] and [26]). A control strategy com-
bining these two cases is proposed in [27] and [28].

The present work focuses on a scenario not enclosed in the
above cases. It considers a case where the MTDC grid is embed-
ded in a single ac system (i.e., there is only one host ac grid),
and there is no significant, or even null, amount of offshore
generation. Consequently, the power reserve (energy) cannot be
taken from either other asynchronous ac systems or offshore
wind turbines. In this scenario, apart from the kinetic energy of
wind turbines directly connected to the ac grid, the energy stored
in the dc capacitors of the MTDC grid converters can be used
to transiently support the system frequency. This is achieved
by varying, within an acceptable range, the voltage level of the
converter capacitors and exchanging their energy with the ac
system [11].

The use of the energy stored in the converter stations is be-
coming more feasible with the MMC technology because this
converter presents a capacitive energy storage capability higher
than the one of the traditional two-level VSC [29]. Moreover,
when considering the energy stored in all the MMC stations of
an MTDC system, the frequency support is more significant. In
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Fig. 1. Case study based on the Argentinian power system. (a) Geographical and single-line diagram. (b) Power flow and topology of the MTDC system.

the near future, networks might also combine the frequency
support of various energy sources, such as wind farms and
MTDC systems [9]. In this way, the control efforts are bet-
ter distributed, and they do not depend only on wind turbines,
which can suffer from stall, mechanical stress, and deloaded op-
eration when performing this ancillary service [10]–[13]. The
frequency support can also be provided at different time scales
by complementing sources that can rapidly exchange energy
with those that are slower but have a higher energy storage.

The schemes [8]–[11] consider a single supplementary con-
trol loop when using the capacitor energy to support the sys-
tem frequency; therefore, they are not able to independently
support both the primary frequency regulation and the system
inertia. A higher control flexibility is obtained in [12]–[15] by

adding the kinetic energy stored in offshore wind turbines. On
the other hand, in the previous works, the converter capacitors
are modeled as a concentrated capacitor on the dc side (i.e.,
traditional VSC topology); consequently, the dc grid voltage
varies when the capacitor energy is released or absorbed dur-
ing the frequency support. A different approach is used in the
present work, where the frequency support is achieved by using
the energy stored in the submodule capacitors of the MMCs.
This varies the converter internal voltage, whereas the dc grid
voltage is not affected.

The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
(1) a control strategy that enables an independent provision of
both short-term primary frequency regulation and virtual (or
synthetic) inertia is proposed, allowing a more flexible control of
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Fig. 2. Models of the ac/dc converter stations. (a) and (b): Configuration and equivalent electrical circuit of the traditional VSC. (c) and (d): Configuration and
equivalent electrical circuit of the MMC.

the MTDC system to meet the frequency support requirements;
(2) the simultaneous control of an MTDC grid and onshore wind
farms to support the system frequency is analyzed and validated
in a practical multi-machine power system; and (3) a centralized
control is designed to coordinate the reactive power injected by
the converter stations to damp low-frequency oscillations. In
this way, both the active and the reactive power control loops
are used to enhance the power system stability.

II. CASE STUDY

The Argentinian transmission system operator (TSO) is plan-
ning to build a 2300-km long dc transmission line to connect the
hydro power resources in the south of the country with the main
load centers located in the Buenos Aires region (see Fig. 1). In
addition, the expansion of the corridors in the Patagonia and
Comahue regions is being studied to accommodate the large
amounts of wind power generation projected there [30]. For
these cases, the dc transmission is the most cost-effective solu-
tion due to the long distances involved. In this work, the planned
dc lines are connected to create an MTDC grid, increasing the
system reliability and improving the power flow control.

The considered electrical network is based on a future sce-
nario of the Argentinian power system, and consists of an ac
system with 272 buses, 77 power plants (55 synchronous gen-
erators and 22 wind farms), and an embedded eight-terminal dc
grid able to transport 4.5 GW from remote renewable energy
sources to the main load centers. The equivalent inertia constant
of the system is Hsys = 4.57 s (on the system base Ssys =
36.7 GVA). The total load of the system is 28.8 GW, and the
penetration level of onshore and offshore wind powers is 14%
and 1.5%, respectively. A single-line diagram of the studied
power system is shown in Fig. 1.

A. AC System Modeling

Synchronous generators are represented by the fourth-order
two-axis model equipped with automatic voltage regulator

(IEEE-ST1A), power system stabilizer (IEEE-PSS1A), and the
corresponding (hydro or thermal) turbine-governor system [31].
The parameters of both the generators and the electrical network
are taken from the reference guide of the Argentinian TSO.

Onshore wind farms are represented by aggregated models
including the electric machine (permanent-magnet synchronous
generator or doubly-fed induction generator), the wind turbine
power curve, the power converters, the collector and transformer
impedances, and the mechanical system represented by a two-
mass model [32]. They also include the maximum power point
tracking, the ac voltage regulator, and a supplementary control to
provide frequency support. This supplementary control resorts
to the kinetic energy stored in the rotating mass of the wind
turbine to perform a short-term frequency regulation and to
emulate inertia (no reserve power is required). An overload of
10% is temporarily allowed, and a washout filter is used to avoid
steady-state contribution (see further details in [7] and [33]).

On the other hand, because the offshore wind farms do not
participate in the studied frequency support, they are modeled
as power sources delivering a constant power to the MTDC
system [6].

B. DC System Modeling

Figure 2 shows the input-output model of both the traditional
VSC and the MMC (see details of the MMC model in [34]
and [35]). They have a similar representation on the ac side, but a
different one on the dc side. The traditional VSC configuration is
able to directly control the dc voltage vdc due to the concentrated
dc capacitor Cdc , thus, it has a voltage-source characteristic on
the dc side (capacitive ending). On the other hand, the MMC
directly controls the dc current idc through the inductance 2/3Ls ,
having a current-source characteristic on the dc side (inductive
ending) [36].

Because the submodule capacitors of the MMC are not di-
rectly coupled to the dc bus, the traditional VSC model does
not reflect the operating characteristics of the MMC. The dc-
side behavior of the MMC is better represented by modeling
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Fig. 3. Control strategy of the onshore MMC stations including both the supplementary and the standard controls.

the total converter voltage vC (i.e., sum of all submodule capac-
itor voltages) and the dc-bus voltage vdc as independent state
variables [35]. In this work, the MMC model in Fig. 2(d) and
the control strategy in Fig. 3 are used to represent the ac/dc
converter stations. The per-unit converter parameters are taken
from [1] with a stored energy of 35 kJ/MVA.

In the MTDC system, the stations #1, #3, and #8 control
their active and reactive powers at constant set-points (i.e., they
operate in P-Q mode), the stations #2, #4, and #7 share the
dc grid voltage regulation using droop control (vdc -Q mode),
and the stations #5 and #6 extract the power generated by the
offshore wind farms. In Fig. 3, the dc-bus voltage regulator
has a droop of Rdc = 5% and a lead-lag block with constants
TA = 0.025 s and TB = 0.25 s to transiently reduce the control
gain, which avoids exciting resonance modes of the dc lines, as
recommended by [37]. The droop of the ac-bus voltage regulator
is set to Rv = 5%, whereas an active power priority is considered
in the current limiting scheme [38].

The transmission lines of the dc grid are represented by mul-
tiple π-sections (each of them smaller than 200 km) and include
the dc breaker inductance at their terminals [39]. The power flow,
dc grid parameters, and rated power of the converter stations are
given in Fig. 1(b).

III. SUPPLEMENTARY CONTROL STRATEGY FOR MMCS

The proposed supplementary control strategy is divided into
two blocks: the first one is a decentralized control able to support
the primary frequency regulation and the system inertia, and the
second one is a centralized control designed to improve
the damping of low-frequency electromechanical oscillations.
The first control is based on local measurements and guaran-
tees the frequency support even if remote communication is
unavailable.

A. Decentralized Control

The frequency dynamics of a power system can be approxi-
mately described in per-unit values by

2HΔḟ + DΔf = pG − pL + pS (1)

where Δf is the frequency deviation, the parameters H and D
stand for the inertia and damping of the system, and pG and
pL are the total generated and consumed powers, respectively.
The term pS represents a supplementary power that can be tran-
siently released or absorbed by converter-based systems, such
as variable-speed wind turbines and MTDC systems, to support
the short-term primary frequency regulation and to emulate in-
ertia. To perform these tasks, the supplementary power has two
terms: one is proportional to the frequency deviation, and the
other is proportional to the time derivative of the frequency, as
follows

pS = −KpΔf − 2KhΔḟ . (2)

Then, substituting (2) in (1) results in

2 (H + Kh) Δḟ + (D + Kp) Δf = pG − pL . (3)

From (3), it is seen that the inertia and damping characteris-
tics of the frequency dynamics can be modified by using the
parameters Kh and Kp , respectively. In [7], these actions were
performed by using the kinetic energy stored in the rotating mass
of variable-speed wind turbines. However, in the case of using
the electrostatic energy stored in the capacitors of the MMC,
some modifications are required.

In an MMC, the dynamics of the total converter voltage is
governed by the power balance between the ac and dc sides, as
follows

Ceq

SB
v̇C =

pac − pdc

vC
(4)

where Ceq is an equivalent capacitor, SB is the rated power of
the MMC, and the energy per volt-ampere is given by eC =
1
2 Ceqv

2
C /SB . Multiplying both sides of (4) by vC yields

ėC = pac − pdc (5)

where the power difference ΔpC = pac − pdc can be used to
partially charge or discharge the capacitor Ceq and to provide
the desired frequency support. Because the capacitor energy is
controlled to perform this supplementary action, the phase shift
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due to the dynamics (or transfer function) between the stored
energy eC and the power exchanged with the grid has to be
compensated, as described below.

Applying the Laplace transform to the time-domain equations
(2) and (5) gives

PS (s) = −KpΔF (s) − 2KhsΔF (s) (6)

sEC (s) = ΔPC (s) . (7)

From (6) and (7), and considering that the power ΔpC works as
the supplementary power pS , the following equation is obtained

EC (s) = −1
s
KpΔF (s) − 2KhΔF (s) . (8)

As mentioned above, when the supplementary power is directly
controlled, there are two terms: the first one, proportional to the
frequency deviation, performs the short-term frequency regula-
tion, and the second one, proportional to the time derivative of
the frequency, performs the inertia emulation. On the other hand,
when the energy eC of the MMC is controlled to support the
system frequency, equation (8) shows that the term proportional
to the frequency deviation achieves the inertia emulation [i.e.,
the Kh term in (3)], and the term proportional to the integral
of the frequency deviation achieves the short-term frequency
regulation [i.e., the Kp term in (3)].

Consequently, to increase the system inertia using the MMC
energy control, a signal proportional to the frequency deviation
is added to the energy reference e�

C (see Fig. 3). On the other
hand, a phase compensation of the integral type (i.e., s−1) is
required to support the short-term frequency regulation. In the
controller, this phase compensation is implemented using an
imperfect integrator, such as

Gc (s) =
1

s + ε
. (9)

The time constant ε is chosen small enough so that the com-
pensator behaves as an integrator in the frequency range of
interest, and to eliminate any potential steady-state offset in the
compensator input (ε = 0.15 rad/s is considered in the study).
Low-pass and washout filters with time constants of 40 ms and
8 s, respectively, are included to avoid both the interaction with
high-frequency modes and the action of the supplementary con-
trol in the steady state (see the ‘decentralized supplementary
control’ block in Fig. 3). To limit the submodule voltage varia-
tions and to keep the converter within a secure modulation range,
the supplementary control signal is limited to prevent voltage
variations beyond 15% (depending on the converter modulation
limits, this value may be reduced to 10%). The choice of the
parameters Kh and Kp is a trade-off between the allowed volt-
age variation and the amount of frequency support. Guidelines
for the design of these parameters are given in the following
subsection.

B. Design Guidelines for the Decentralized Control

The dynamics of the converter voltage can be rewritten from
(4) as follows

Ceq

SB
vC v̇C = ΔpA (10)

where Ceq [F] is the equivalent capacitance, vC [V] is the total
converter voltage, ΔpA [pu] is the power released or absorbed
by the equivalent capacitor, and SB [VA] is the rated power of
the MMC. To establish a link between the inertia time constant
of conventional synchronous generators and the converter pa-
rameters, an analogous dynamics of a rotating mass is written
as follows

2HC

fs
ḟ = ΔpA (11)

where HC [s] is the inertia time constant, ΔpA [pu] is the power
released or absorbed by the generator inertia, and fs [Hz] is the
nominal system frequency (50 Hz).

By equaling (10) and (11), and then integrating both sides
with respect to time yields

2HC

fs
(f1 − f0) =

1
2

Ceq

SB

(
v2

C 1 − v2
C 0

)
. (12)

From (12), and after some mathematical manipulations, the in-
ertia time constant emulated by the converter gives (see further
details in [5] and [10])

HC =
τC

((
ΔvC

vC 0
+ 1

)2
− 1

)

2Δf
fs

(13)

where τC = 1
2 Ceqv

2
C /SB is the capacitor time constant. For

an MMC with a submodule capacitance CSM , and N sub-
modules per arm, the equivalent capacitance is calculated as
Ceq = 6CSM/N [1]. The expression (13) relates the emulated
inertia with both the converter voltage variation and the capac-
itive energy per volt-ampere for a given frequency deviation,
and it can be used to evaluate the inertia emulation capability.
For example, considering ΔvC /vC 0 = 15%, τC = 0.035 s, and
the maximum frequency deviation of the case study, the emu-
lated inertia HC is about 0.8 s (on the converter base). Then, by
adding the contributions from the six onshore MMCs, the total
emulated inertia is

∑
i=1-4,7,8 HC SBi/Ssys = 0.2 s (on the sys-

tem base), representing an increase of 5% in the system inertia,
which agrees with the simulation results obtained in Section IV.

The control parameter Kh plays the role of the emulated
inertia time constant [see (3)]; therefore, the expression (13)
can be used to assign an initial value to Kh . On the other hand,
the control parameter Kp is equivalent to the droop constant of
speed governors, which is typically in the order of 5%. In the
case study, a good balance is found by choosing Kh = 0.9 s and
K−1

p = 6%.

C. Centralized Controller

In order to use all the converter control flexibility, a cen-
tralized control is designed to improve the damping of low-
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frequency oscillations by coordinately regulating the reactive
power of the MMCs. Firstly, the centralized control receives
the frequency measurements from phasor measurement units
(PMUs) located in the onshore converter stations (i.e., the
MMCs #1-#4, #7, and #8). Using this information, the set-points
v�

ac of the ac voltage regulators in these MMCs are transiently
modified by adding a remote signal Δvremote

ac (see Fig. 3). A
communication delay of 200 ms is considered, and a band-pass
filter is included to limit the control actions within the frequency
range of interest (i.e., low-frequency inter-area modes in the
range of 0.1 to 1.0 Hz). The procedure to design the centralized
control is summarized as follows: (1) a reduced-order model
of the system is firstly obtained using the balanced truncation
method [40] and then, it is extended with a time-delay model to
consider typical delays in communication channels; (2) a state-
feedback control law is calculated based on an optimal quadratic
technique [41]; and (3) the reduced-model states required in the
control law implementation are estimated using a state observer.
A detailed description of this centralized control approach can
be found in [42] and [43].

Figure 3 shows a schematic block diagram of the complete
control system.

IV. TRANSIENT STABILITY ANALYSIS

Several non-linear time-domain simulations are performed to
evaluate the transient response of the power system and the dif-
ferent supplementary controls. After a disturbance, the primary
frequency regulation support can be quantified by the improve-
ment in the frequency nadir, whereas the inertia emulation ca-
pability can be measured using the rate of change of frequency
(RoCoF) [26]. In the following, when the system frequency de-
viations are compared, the average value of all the synchronous
generator frequencies is considered.

The ability of the decentralized control to independently sup-
port both the primary frequency regulation and the inertial re-
sponse is shown in Fig. 4, where a 400-MW load step is applied
at the bus OLAVARRÍA (see Fig. 1). In this test, the frequency
support is provided by both the MMCs and the onshore wind
farms, and the centralized control is turned off. First, only the
primary frequency regulation is supported (see the first column
in Fig. 4), showing an improvement of 18% in the frequency
nadir, no significant modification in the maximum deviation of
the RoCoF (i.e., no inertia emulation), and a discharge of 10.5%
in the converter voltage. Second, only the inertia emulation is
performed (second column in Fig. 4); in this case, the maximum
RoCoF is reduced by 7%. Third, both the primary frequency
regulation and the inertia are supported (third column); in this
scenario, the frequency nadir and the RoCoF are improved by
20% and 7.5%, respectively, whereas the voltage varies 15%.

The impact of both the centralized control and the simultane-
ous use of MMCs and wind farms on the frequency support is
shown in Fig. 5. Three cases are analyzed having the short-term
frequency regulation and the inertia emulation control loops ac-
tive. In the first case, the frequency support is provided only by
the MMCs using decentralized controls; the second case adds
the centralized control to the MMCs, and the third case com-

Fig. 4. Transient response to a 400-MW load step with and without the supple-
mentary controls (red and blue lines, respectively). Case 1: short-term primary
frequency regulation. Case 2: inertia emulation. Case 3: both short-term primary
frequency regulation and inertia emulation.

Fig. 5. Transient response to a 400-MW load step with and without the sup-
plementary controls (red and blue lines, respectively). Case 1: decentralized
controls in the MMCs. Case 2: decentralized and centralized controls in the
MMCs. Case 3: supplementary controls in both the MMCs and the onshore
wind farms.

pletes the control strategy by supporting the system frequency
with both the MMCs and the onshore wind farms. Although
some improvement in the frequency nadir is seen when con-
sidering Fig. 5(a1) and (a2), because the centralized control
is designed to damp inter-area electromechanical oscillations,
the addition of this control does not significantly improve the
frequency response (compare the first column to the second col-
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Fig. 6. Transient response to a 400-MW load step without and with the sup-
plementary controls (first and second columns, respectively). (a) Frequency of
the synchronous generators. (b) Total converter energy. (c) DC grid voltages.
(d) AC-side power variation of the converters. (e) DC-side power variation of
the converters. (f) Magnitude of the converter ac currents.

umn in Fig. 5). On the other hand, improvements of 21% in
the frequency nadir and 7.5% in the RoCoF are achieved by
implementing the complete supplementary control strategy and
by using both the MMCs and the wind farms (compare blue
lines to red lines in the third column in Fig. 5). Fig. 5(c) shows
the variation in the total converter voltage. Note that the inclu-
sion of the wind farms in the frequency support alleviates the
supplementary control effort of the MMCs sharing the control
burden, which results in a lower voltage variation [compare
Fig. 5(c2) to (c3)].

The previous load step is repeated to show the transient re-
sponse of different states of the power system. The first and
the second columns in Fig. 6 present the cases without supple-
mentary controls and with all the supplementary controls active.

Fig. 7. Transient response to a 900-MW load step. Case 1: without supplemen-
tary frequency support. Case 2: with frequency support of the MMC stations.
Case 3: with frequency support of both MMC stations and onshore wind farms.

In Fig. 6(a), the improvement of both the frequency nadir and
the electromechanical oscillation damping is observed [com-
pare Fig. 6(a1) to (a2)]. The energy variation of the MMCs is
shown in Fig. 6(b). The studied frequency support does not use
the offshore stations; therefore, their energies remain constant
[see the MMCs #5 and #6 in Fig. 6(b2)]. The voltage of the
dc grid is given in Fig. 6(c), where the colored lines represent
the terminal nodes of the MTDC system, and the gray lines
represent the intermediate nodes of the cascaded π-sections in
the dc transmission lines. Because the submodule capacitor en-
ergies of the MMCs are used in the frequency support, only
small transients are observed in the dc grid voltages, which re-
main almost constant during the frequency disturbance. The ac-
and dc-side power variations of the eight converter stations are
shown in Fig. 6(d) and (e), respectively. The MMCs #1, #3 and
#8 (operating in P-Q mode) and the offshore MMCs #5 and #6
keep their ac power constant, whereas the MMCs #2, #4 and #7
(operating in vdc -Q mode) perform the energy exchange with
the ac grid [see Fig. 6(d2)]. The MMCs operating in P-Q mode
inject the converter energy into the dc grid, and then this energy
is delivered to the ac grid through the MMCs operating in vdc -Q
mode [see Fig. 6(e2)]. Figure 6(f2) shows that the converter ac
currents remain within acceptable values during the disturbance.

A more severe test with a loss of infeed of 900 MW is pre-
sented in Fig. 7. This power imbalance is equivalent to the loss
of the largest generating unit in the system and allows to analyze
the supplementary control behavior when the maximum support
capability is reached [see Fig. 7(c2) and (c3)]. By comparing
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Fig. 8. Three-phase fault test. (a) AC bus voltages. (b) Load angle of the
synchronous generators (each color represents a different region of the system).
(c) Total converter voltages. (d) DC grid voltages. (e) DC-side power of the
converters.

the three presented cases, it is observed that the onshore wind
farms contribute to the primary frequency regulation support in
a higher proportion than when it is only used the energy stored in
the MTDC grid converters. This is especially the case for large
frequency deviations, where the limited energy of the converter
capacitors is more evident. However, in all the studied tests, sim-
ilar improvements in the maximum RoCoF are observed when
using either the MMCs or the wind farms. Therefore, the use
of the energy stored in the MMC stations can complement the
inertia support of wind turbines and reduce their mechanical
stress (see [12] and [14]).

Finally, a 120-ms three-phase fault is applied at the bus
A.CAJON (near the bus EL CHOCON) and cleared by open-
ing the faulted line (all the supplementary controls are active).
The transient response of the different variables shows that the
system can properly ride-through the fault and reach a new
equilibrium point after a transient period (see Fig. 8).

V. VERIFICATION ON A DETAILED MMC MODEL

In this section, the performance of the proposed supplemen-
tary control is verified on an MMC considering the dynam-

Fig. 9. Transient response to a 400-MW load step with the supplementary
controls active. (a) Total stored energy of the MMC station #3. (b) Sum of all
capacitor voltages in each arm. (c) Submodule capacitor voltages of the phase-a
positive arm.

ics of the individual submodule voltages. The converter model
with information on the submodule level is obtained from [44],
and the submodule capacitor voltages are controlled using the
energy-based control scheme described in [45] and [46]. This
control scheme consists of three blocks. In the first one (called
intra-arm balancing), the capacitor voltages inside each arm are
evenly distributed using the sorting method; in the second one,
a control loop manages the circulating current to balance the
arm energies (inter-arm balancing); and in the third one, the to-
tal converter energy is regulated by controlling the power flow
between the ac and dc sides. The proposed supplementary con-
trol is added to the last control block, whereas the rest of the
converter controls remain unchanged.

The test shown in Fig. 6 with all the supplementary control ac-
tive is repeated here, considering a detailed representation of the
MMC station #3. The converter is built with 512 submodules per
arm and a submodule capacitance of 6.6 mF. Figure 9(a) shows
how the MMC stored energy is transiently released to support
the system frequency. The appropriate balance of the six arm
voltages (i.e., inter-arm balancing) is observed in the zoom win-
dow of Fig. 9(b). Finally, Fig. 9(c) shows that the 512 submodule
voltages of the phase-a positive arm uniformly reduce their av-
erage value as the MMC energy is released; then, they recover
their nominal value after the frequency disturbance. This test
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Fig. 10. Eigenvalues of the system with and without the supplementary controls. Comparison of the base system (black circle markers), the system with the
decentralized supplementary control (blue dot markers), and the system with the decentralized and centralized supplementary controls (red cross markers).

shows that the internal controls of the MMC can balance the
individual submodule voltages, leaving the free regulation of
the total converter energy (for frequency support) to the supple-
mentary control.

VI. SMALL-SIGNAL STABILITY ANALYSIS

In this section, the eigenvalues of the system are presented to
evaluate the impact of the supplementary controls on the small-
signal stability (dead-band blocks are not considered in this anal-
ysis [6]). Three cases are compared and shown in Fig. 10. The
first one is the power system without supplementary controls
(black circle markers); the second case considers the frequency
support of the decentralized controls in MMCs and onshore wind
farms (blue dot markers); and the third case includes both the
decentralized and the centralized controls (red cross markers).
The frequency range where the main resonance modes of the
dc lines are located is shown in Fig. 10(a); the frequency range
of the electromechanical modes is presented in Fig. 10(b); and
Fig. 10(c) shows the eigenvalue associated with the governor
systems and responsible for the frequency dynamics.

It can be seen that the decentralized control (second case)
mainly improves the damping ratio of the governor (frequency)
mode [compare the blue dot marker to the black circle marker in
Fig. 10(c)]. On the other hand, the inclusion of the centralized
control (third case) considerably improves the damping ratio
of the electromechanical modes in the frequency range of the
inter-area oscillations [see the green arrows and compare the
red cross markers to the black circle markers in Fig. 10(b)].
Finally, Fig. 10(a) shows that no significant impact on the dc
grid modes is evidenced by the inclusion of the supplementary
controls. Therefore, the objectives of improving the frequency
response and the inter-area oscillation damping are properly
achieved from a small-signal point of view.

VII. CONCLUSION

The frequency support using both an MTDC system and on-
shore wind farms was investigated in this work. A case study was
analyzed where the MTDC system cannot resort to the power
reserves of either other ac systems or offshore wind farms to

mitigate frequency deviations. A decentralized supplementary
control was designed for MTDC grid converters to provide an in-
dependent support of both the primary frequency regulation and
the system inertia. This improves the control flexibility of previ-
ous schemes that support the system frequency by managing the
capacitor energy of the converter with only one supplementary
control loop. In addition, a centralized control to coordinate
the reactive power injected by the converter stations was in-
cluded to damp low-frequency electromechanical oscillations.
The proposed control strategy was validated and the improve-
ments were quantified in a practical multi-machine HVDC-AC
system performing transient and small-signal stability analyses.
The obtained results show that the stability and reliability of the
frequency control can be improved even when the power genera-
tion share of converter-interfaced generation systems increases.
This kind of enhanced frequency control can reduce the required
amount of spinning reserve, increase the penetration of renew-
able energies, and facilitate meeting the grid code requirements.
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